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INTRODUCTION
This report has been produced by SMEC Australia at the request of our client COESR for the purpose
of providing a high-level infrastructure servicing analysis and advice associated with the development
of the CORA (Cape Otway Road Australia) Development. The report will form part of the lodgement
documentation (Prospectus) to initiate the Planning Scheme Amendment.
The scope of the report is to identify any servicing and/or engineering constraints to proposed
development of the CORA Development in accordance with the plan below.
The proposed CORA Development is located within the Surf Coast Shire Council, on the south-western
outskirts of the township of Modewarre.

Figure 1: Concept Masterplan (courtesy Tract Consultants)

Where specific information has not been available, we have made strategic assumptions based on
conversations and informal advice from Authorities and similar project experience.
The information in this report is subject to variation upon formal advice from the relevant authorities,
detailed design and provision of survey information. SMEC will not accept any responsibility for
changes in Authority requirements or more accurate information received after the date of this report.
Based on the Company’s experience and the investigations carried out, SMEC believes that the Subject
Site does have availability and access (subject to service Authority approvals and negotiations) for
connection to the majority of the necessary services for a development of the nature proposed. In the
case where existing connection is not available in the vicinity of the site, opportunities exist to manage
this as part of the development by means of implementing private systems to accommodate deficits
in Authority infrastructure or by negotiated outcomes with the applicable Authority.
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ENGINEERING INFRASTRUCTURE REVIEW
2.1.

Servicing Authorities

The following Authorities are applicable to the Subject Site:

2.2.

Service

Authority Name

Municipality

Surf Coast Shire Council

Sewer & Water

Barwon Water

Electricity

Powercor

Telecommunications

Telstra and NBN Co

Gas (Distribution)

AusNet Gas Services Pty Ltd

Drainage
Surf Coast Shire Council

Surf Coast Shire Council is the responsible authority for drainage while Corangamite Catchment
Management Authority is responsible for floodplain Management.
An Integrated Water Management Plan (IWMP) in relation to the Subject Site has been addressed by
Water Technology.
The IWMP has highlighted detailed information regarding sub-catchment urban drainage systems,
sediment basin and wetland sizing and levelling and include the results of MUSIC modelling to confirm
compliance with best practice conditions and requirements of the relevant authorities – Surf Coast
Shire Council (SCSC) and the Corangamite Catchment Management Authority (CCMA).
The governing engineering standards established for all subdivisions/developments within the region
of Surf Coast Shire Council are outlined by the Infrastructure Design Manual – Version 5.01 (IDM). The
IDM stipulates that the general objectives of urban drainage are to:
→ Collect and control all stormwater generated within the subdivision or development;
→ Collect and control all stormwater entering a subdivision from catchments outside the
subdivision;
→ Provide an effective outlet for all collected stormwater to a natural watercourse or acceptable
outfall; and
→ Achieve these objectives without detriment to the environment generally, surface and
subsurface water quality, groundwater infiltration characteristics, adjoining landowners and
landowners in the vicinity of the drainage outlet and watercourses either upstream or
downstream of the subdivision.
The IDM nominates that the ensuing objectives are to be achieved in relation to Stormwater
Treatment:
→ To ensure that stormwater discharges to natural watercourse and drainage networks
belonging to other drainage authorities meets the requirements of the Environmental
Protection Act 1970 and the water quality performance objectives for individual drainage
catchments as provided in the State Environment Protection Policies (SEPP);
→ To implement the design requirements of the Council’s Stormwater Management Plan;
→ To ensure that all designs incorporate consistent best practice WSUD measures and principle;
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→ To ensure that treatment methods and infrastructure are cost effective from a maintenance
and operational perspective and that the risk to public is minimised as far as practicable;
→ To protect and enhance natural water systems within urban environments;
→ To integrate stormwater treatment into the landscape, while maximising the visual and
recreational amenity of Developments; and
→ To improve the quality of water draining from urban developments into receiving
environments.
As per the existing conditions determinations contained within the Water Technology Flood Report
(Aug 2019), considerable opportunity exists to potentially utilise and incorporate the existing
encumbered area, associated land subject to inundation, as part of any WSUD treatments to be
investigated and determined for the development.

Figure 2: 1% AEP Flood Depth for Existing Conditions (Source: Water Technology Flood Report – Aug 2019)

Given the nature of the overall development intent it is anticipated that drainage reticulation will be
governed by the abovementioned objectives outlined in the IDM, whilst the potential single lot of the
elite sporting facility would require an agreed legal point of discharge with possible reticulation
drainage regulated by the Plumbing Code and the applicable Australian Standard AS3500.3:2015.

Corangamite Catchment Management Authority
The Subject Site is within the Corangamite Catchment Management Authority (CCMA) jurisdiction.
CCMA is the floodplain management authority for the region. Although Surf Coast Shire Council (SCSC)
is responsible for all local drainage infrastructure, all subdivisions/developments for the Q100 flood
event (existing and proposed) must be designed to satisfy the requirements of the CCMA, including
any proposed flood mitigation works.
It is recommended that the CCMA is included in future discussions with SCSC regarding temporary
onsite retarding requirements.
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2.3.

Roads

Surf Coast Shire Council is the responsible authority for road works to service the Subject Site. The road
network as per the proposed layout plan is expected to be a mix of private and public use classifications
and as appropriate make use of the engineering standards referenced by the Infrastructure Design
Manual (IDM Version 5.01), employed by Surf Coast Shire Council.
The Subject Site is bounded by Cape Otway Road to the southern boundaries, Connies Lane intersects
with Cape Otway Road and traverses east – west across the site. Also present are a number of various
private property / residence accesses connecting with Cape Otway Road.
Cape Otway Road is under the control of the Surf Coast Shire Council. The Concept Masterplan
proposes a new intersection connection to service the proposed facility for linkage to an internal road
network, upgrade to and formalisation of the existing intersection of Connies Lane.

Figure 3: Concept Masterplan (courtesy Tract Consultants)

The above existing road network provides good and adequate access to the Subject Site.
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2.4.

Sewer & Potable Water

Barwon Water is the responsible authority for the provision of potable water, recycled water and
sewer reticulation facilities for the region.
Preliminary Servicing Advice has been sought from Barwon Water to ascertain their requirements to
service the Subject Site. Their response, in summary is as follows:
→ The advice provided is to be considered as very preliminary based on the limited information
received;
→ The town of Modewarre does not have a reticulated water supply;
→ The town of Modewarre does not have a reticulated sewerage network; and
→ Barwon Water have no plans for any future assets in this area.
At the time of writing this report Barwon Water’s Asset Planners have suggested that upon provision
of greater detail pertaining to the anticipated water and sewerage demands of the Subject Site, a more
detailed investigation and response could be provided.
Further discussion with Barwon Water to confirm sewer and potable water supply requirements are
encouraged to occur as early as possible, as this could have cost implications on the development.
Contingent on the nature of the systems to be instigated, wider benefits to the township of Modewarre
may be a by-product of the proposed development.

Sewer
Reticulated sewerage is not currently available to the Subject Site nor is part of Barwon Water’s current
network planning.

At this point in time the onsite treatments that would be required to facilitate the proposed
development, are outside the responsibility of Barwon Water. Any proposed treatment system would
need to accord with the appropriate standards and obligations set out by Surf Coast Shire Council and
the EPA.

Potable Water
Modewarre does not have a reticulated water supply, so conventional water supply is not available to
service the Subject Site.
The Wurdee Bouluc – Pettavel transfer main runs through Modewarre, however direct connections to
this asset are not permitted.
There are several existing customers within Modewarre that have a current water supply, by
agreement (WSBA) arrangement, that make connection at an existing sump pit off the Wurdee Bouluc
– Pettavel transfer main, near Layard Road. The water from this pit is potable and can be used for
potable supply purposes.
We understand that two of the existing properties within the site area are currently being supplied via
this arrangement.
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Approximate
location of sump
DN1750 Wurdee – Pettavel TM

Figure 4: Existing Water Transfer Main & Approximate Sump Location (Source: Barwon Water)

Potable water usage modelling advice obtained from Barwon Water informs that for the purposes of
determination of potential water supply sources, Barwon Water will assume a usage of up to 10L/s at
this phase of the project.

In review of the CORA proposal Barwon Water have advised that the infrastructure to be installed will
need to accord with WSAA standards and be vested to Barwon Water to own and operate.
Potential connection locations have been investigated by Barwon Water, with the preferred
connection location being:
→ Connection from the Wurdee Bouluc to Pettavel Pipeline.
Supply from Moriac and from the existing Winchelsea tank were assessed, however determined by
Barwon Water to be unfeasible.
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Figure 5: Possible Potable Water Supply Location (Source: Barwon Water)

Barwon Water have apprised that the current preferred supply option for servicing the Subject Site
will require installation of a 1.0ML water tank, booster pump station and DN150 reticulation mains to
gate of the development.
Barwon Water have deemed that this scenario may also deliver opportunity to provide water supply
to the township of Modewarre either by watermain extension or by Water Supply by Agreement
(WSBA).
Refer to Appendix A, for more complete advice obtained from Barwon Water in reference to potable
water supply.

2.5.

Wastewater Management
Regulatory

Wastewater treatment, including reuse and/or disposal of treated effluent and biosolids (sludge) is
governed by a number of Acts, including but not limited to environmental and public health
requirements.
Under these Acts, permission to discharge to the environment, or reuse treated effluent or digested
biosolids, is granted by the Environment Protection Authority (EPA), who issue Licences with
conditions that must be complied with. Those conditions include management, reporting and quality
requirements.
Quality requirements are related to human health and environmental risks. Thus, for instance, reuse
of treated effluent inside residences requires substantially greater treatment compared to reuse
where the risk of human contact is low, or manageable.
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Similarly, discharge to the environment will require more treatment for more sensitive environments
(such as inland waterways, which are particularly susceptible to the effects of nutrients). The
requirements for effluent discharge to environment are covered by EPA legislations and license
agreements.
In addition, schemes are expected to comply with the requirements of the local water Authority, which
in this instance is Barwon Water. More likely than not, the Water Services Association of Australia
(WSAA) codes for water and sewerage supplies will apply.
In general terms, an option which may be feasible for the proposed facility is to use the treated effluent
for municipal irrigation of sports fields. Such an option:
→ Requires a moderate extent of treatment when compared to a dual reticulation system in
residential dwellings; and
→ Constitutes a beneficial reuse of the treated effluent.
Treatment must adjust the raw wastewater quality to the quality that is permissible for the desired
form of reuse or disposal, according to the EPA, as is detailed in the next Section of this Report.

Reuse
The potential reuse of treated wastewater is governed by the EPA and, in some circumstances, the
Department of Human Services (formerly Department of Health). In addition, as already mentioned,
Barwon Water requirements may also apply to this project.
Key details of this are summarised in two EPA publications:
EPA PUB. NO. 464.2 (USE OF RECLAIMED WATER)
→ Defines the four main classes – in order of declining quality: A, B, C and D;
→ Sets the permissible uses, on the principle that increased risk of human contact requires
greater treatment to reduce pathogens and problems such as risk of odour (copied below as
Table 1 for convenience);
→ Outlines permissible uses based on effluent Class and form of irrigation – for instance, subsurface irrigation (as opposed to spray or surface irrigation) reduces the chance of direct
human contact, and thus does not require the same extent of disinfection). Copies of Table 2
and 3 provided below.
EPA PUB. NO. 1015.1 (DUAL PIPE WATER RECYCLING SCHEMES)
→ Redefined Class A to be risk-based, and thus – after a risk assessment process – specified for
each site/proposed use in terms of log removal (i.e., orders of magnitude), rather than hard
and fast numbers. Also, adds in pathogens not considered under 464.2 – viruses and parasites;
→ Requires involvement with DHS;
→ Currently, although not specifically documented, a Class A scheme is likely to include:
o An increased number of barriers against pathogens;
o Design based on the worst performance of each barrier occurring at the same time;
o Continuous, on-line monitoring, with alarms and automatic shut-down/redirection at
key points of the process;
o Rigorous operational testing – e.g., typically an air-pressure decay test for all polymeric
membranes every day;
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o

Rigorous commissioning testing – which may include dosing a test flow with indicator
microorganisms and proving the log removal of each process (in some cases, this may
need to be done annually).

A generic summary of key aspects of this is:
→ Producing Class C effluent is standard;
→ Polishing Class C to B is not difficult (e.g., may require addition of filters with chemical dosing
to a Class C effluent);
→ Producing Class A is orders of magnitude more difficult, as discussed in the next Section.
Note: Escherichia coli (E.coli) is used as an indicator for all pathogens for Classes B, C and D.

Table 1: Reproduction of EPA Pub. 464.2 Table 1
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Table 2: Reproduction of EPA Pub. 464.2 Table 2

Table 3: Reproduction of EPA Pub. 464.2 Table 3

Advanced Reuse
In recent decades, considerable development has occurred in treating wastewater to produce a
reclaimed water that is suitable for reuse which may involve significant human contact (e.g. dual
reticulation systems in houses). Notable examples of this are the “Class A” schemes in Victoria.
The Victorian Class A schemes are administered by the Department of Human Services, with 22 listed
on the Department’s relevant webpage (https://www2.health.vic.gov.au/public-health/water/alternativewater-supplies/class-a-recycled-reclaimed-water), including:
→ Melbourne Water’s Western Treatment Plant, which has been producing up to 60 ML/d for
over a decade;
→ Melbourne Water’s Eastern Treatment Plant, where up to 30 ML/d has been produced for over
a decade for subdivision developments by a demonstration plant, with recent expansions of
the scheme;
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Barwon Water’s Northern Water Plant, which produces around 5 ML/d for local industry;
City West Water’s Altona Recycled Water Plant, which produce Class A water for local industry.
Uses of Class A reclaimed water include:
→ industry;
→ firefighting;
→ irrigating crops — including ones that can be eaten raw, like lettuce;
→ flushing toilets;
→ washing cars; and
→ laundry.
Class A quality imposes very significant commissioning and operational requirements (e.g., challenge
testing with viruses, daily air pressure decay testing of membranes, online monitoring with automated
rejection of effluent that fails to meet critical requirements), but effluent Classes B and C can be
produced more readily, although they are restricted to uses outside homes – including irrigation, albeit
with some controls over public access. An example of one such recent scheme that SMEC has been
involved with (from design through to a final audit) is the Bellbird Park Irrigation Scheme in Drouin for
Baw Baw Shire Council, where a series of sports fields are irrigated with treated effluent from the
Drouin WwTP.
One of the major benefits of reusing treated effluent for such purposes is that it reduces the demand
on potable water.
Internationally, treatment of wastewater for potable water has been used since the 1960’s and
although provision for such has been made in Queensland, such reuse has not been used in Australia,
and is not permitted in Victoria.

Wastewater Management
Flows and loads will be generated from the CORA development by continuous occupancy and
associated activities, although this will vary.
The following components of the CORA development constitute the likely generators of wastewater
flows that will require treatment:
→ Tourism Accommodation
→ Hotel / Hospitality venues
→ Sporting Facilities
→ Retail Facilities
In addition, major events may, from time to time, result in additional loads.
Reporting prepared by Out Task Environmental, titled: CORA Development – Waste Water Treatment
and Recycled Water LCA Overview, Aug 2019 makes reference to assessments and predicted
wastewater flows and loads from the CORA Development and subsequent sizing and location for
associated wastewater treatment plant, winter storage pond and irrigation requirements to service
the proposed development.
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2.6.

Telecommunications

As of 1st January 2011, National Broadband Network Co. (NBN) is responsible for the deployment of
fibre infrastructure in broad-acre developments in excess of 100 lots that are within the NBN Co. long
term footprint. NBN will also consider developments less than 100 lots under certain circumstances if
viable for the development.
Should individual landholdings be developed with less than 100 lots and NBN deployment is not viable,
then Telstra will be the responsible telecommunication authority.
It will be the responsibility of the developer to provide pit and pipe infrastructure (“NBN ready”) in
new developments, however the developer may choose to use another fibre provider with NBN
remaining the “Infrastructure Provider of Last Resort”.
A review of the NBN Rollout Map indicates that there are NBN services (Build commenced) planned to
be available in the area in July – December 2019.

Figure 7: NBN Co Network Rollout Map

The Federal Government is currently reviewing the way that fibre is delivered to new developments.
The proposed policy document is currently “under review” and can be found at:
www.communications.gov.au/policy_and_legislation/fibre_in_new_developments/proposed_appro
ach_to_new_developments
The stated purpose of the proposed change in policy is to provide more competition to NBN in
providing fibre in new developments.
If adopted, the main impacts to the developer will be as follows (if NBN is chosen as the service
provider):
→ A new Deployment charge will apply on a per lot basis
o $600 (incl. GST) per lot for standard residential lots.
o $400 (incl. GST) per lot for Medium Density lots.
→ The developer will be required to contribute towards the cost of backhaul to bring fibre to the
development.
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o
o
o

Where backhaul costs are up to $1,000 per lot, the developer will be required to
contribute to 50% of this cost.
Any costs higher than $1,000 per lot for backhaul will be payable by the developer.
NBN will not charge for backhaul if the length required is less than one kilometre from
an existing NBN development or transit infrastructure.

In addition, the roles in relation to the areas that NBN will be the ‘Infrastructure Provider of Last Resort’
are proposed to change. For new developments of fewer than 100 lots there will be circumstances
where NBN will service these developments. The developer will also be free to choose any other
telecommunication provider on a commercial basis, so long as the infrastructure provided meets NBN
requirements.
Nonetheless, telecommunication services will ultimately be available to the Subject Site and it will be
the responsibility of the developer to provide infrastructure that accords with the requisite obligations.
It is recommended that NBN Co be included in “early” conversations with regards to communications
serving of the Subject Site.

2.7.

Electrical

We note the projects ambition to be a LEED Platinum development which will mean it achieves the
highest levels of environmentally sustainable development across the globe and this will naturally
involve smart technologies and systems related to energy usage and consumption which will reduce
the proposals demands on the grid.
Powercor is the responsible authority for the provision of electrical supply facilities to service the
Subject Site.
MOCS information obtained indicates that there is existing overhead electrical infrastructure on the
south side of Cape Otway Road, for the length of the frontage to the Subject Site.

Figure 8: Powercor Asset Maps – Cape Otway Road (Source: MOCS)

Powercor have advised that the existing electrical feeder that runs past the property is a rural feeder
supplied from a zoned substation located in Winchelsea. The feeder was based on load requirements
of the area at the time and the typical land use.
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Preliminary servicing advice has been sought from Powercor premised upon load details supplied by
MAC Engineering Solutions for an anticipated diversified electrical maximum demand of 2,890 kVa
(2.89MVa). Founded on this preliminary load requirements, Powercor have advised that two options
are available in relation to how the development may take electrical supply:
→ Become a Powercor High Voltage (HV) customer and take supply at 22kv. Internal reticulation
of the supply would the responsibility of the development.
→ Request Powercor to install a substation onsite and the development is responsible for the
reticulation of low voltage supply requirements.
Powercor have advised that the full demand supply can be made available to the site, however there
may be augmentation works required to make it possible. The review of the extent of augmentation
works required were scoped by Powercor under a Specification and Design Services Contract.
Consequent to the fee scenario requested by Powercor for this service, it was elected not to proceed
with the engagement of Powercor at this phase until project specifics evolved to a greater defined
level to mitigate redundancy of the assessment.
As with NBN Co above It is recommended that Powercor also be included in “early” conversations with
regards to electrical serving of the Subject Site.

2.8.

Gas

AusNet Services is the principal authority responsible for the provision of gas reticulation within the
region. MOCS information indicates that there are no gas distribution supply mains in the vicinity of
the Subject Site.
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2.9.

Authority Approvals

The following section outlines other key approvals required in support of the CORA project and the
status or timing of such approvals:
Approval

Status / Timing

The proposal is being referred to the Department of The referral was lodged on 31st January
the Environment and Energy (Commonwealth) 2018. A decision is likely in March 2018.
under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999 (‘the EPBC Act’)
The proposal is being referred to the Minister for The referral was lodged on 6th March
Planning (Victorian) for advice as to whether an 2018. A decision is likely in April 2018.
Environment Effects Statement (EES) is required
under the Environment Effects Act 1978
Approval for a Flora & Fauna Guarantee Act permit Not yet undertaken, approvals required at
under the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988 a planning permit stage.
(Victoria)
Approval for a Cultural Heritage Management Plan Underway, required prior to a planning
under Section 49 of the Aboriginal Heritage Act permit being issued for any use,
development or subdivision.
2006 (Vic)
Approval to undertake road upgrades and to Not yet undertaken, approvals required at
discontinue the section of the Connies Lane road a planning permit stage.
reserve that intersects the site under the Road
Management Act 2004 (Vic)
Approval to discontinue the section of the Connies Not yet undertaken, approvals required at
Lane road reserve that intersects the site under the a planning permit stage.
Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978 (Vic)
Approval of a works approval for the proposed Not yet undertaken, approvals required at
sewer plant under the Environment Protection Act a planning permit stage.
1970 (Vic)
Approval to undertake works within the floodplain Not yet undertaken, approvals required at
affecting the site under the Water Act 1989 (Vic)
a planning permit stage.
Approval to undertake works within the floodplain Not yet undertaken, approvals required at
affecting the site under the Catchment and Land a planning permit stage.
Protection Act 1994
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DISCLOSURE
Based on SMEC’s experience and the investigations carried out, SMEC believes that the potential Cape
Otway Road Australia (CORA) development has availability and access, subject to Authority approvals
and constraints identified in this report, for connection to all services typically required for
development of the CORA site. The extension/augmentation of any services would be in accordance
with the standard development process.
Further discussion with Barwon Water to confirm sewer and potable water supply requirements are
encouraged to occur as early as possible as this could have cost implications on the development.
Contingent on the nature of the systems to be instigated, wider benefits to the township of Modewarre
may be a by-product of the proposed development.
The information in this report is preliminary and has been obtained as a result of informal discussions
with officers from the relevant authorities and review of MOCS information. The information/advice
may differ at some future date when development conditions are officially requested.
The information supplied by SMEC are subject to change pending official advice from the service
authorities, detailed property investigation, detailed design and survey. The information is current to
the report date, however, SMEC cannot accept responsibility if any Authority changes its requirements
after the date of this report.
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